
Unit 1 Lesson 1
Lab Equipment



Lab 
Equipment

Students will be able to:

• Define laboratory equipment.
• Enumerate common laboratory 

equipment.
• Explain uses of common laboratory 

equipment.
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Laboratory Equipment



Lab Equipment

A laboratory is a special facility where 
experiments are done. 

It is a place where scientists and medical 
professionals conduct studies or perform 

other work relevant to their field. 



Lab Equipment

Labs usually contain specialized equipment to 
help with such work. Laboratory equipment
refers to the various tools used by scientists 

working in a laboratory.

Some of the most common kinds of laboratory 
equipment can magnify, measure, ignite, or 

hold various substances for a variety of 
purposes.



Lab Equipment

Laboratory equipment may be categorized 
according to:

• the material they are made of
• the purpose they serve



Lab Equipment

Laboratory equipment are usually made of 
glass, porcelain, or metals. Some laboratory 

equipment are also made of high-grade 
plastics.

Laboratory equipment that are made up of 
glasses are known as glassware. It is found in 

abundance in laboratories and comes in all 
shapes and sizes.



Lab Equipment

Though it has become preferrable in recent 
years to substitute glass vessels for cheaper, 

more durable and less fragile plastic materials, 
some substances and experiments or 

applications still require the use of glassware.



Lab Equipment

There are many reasons on why glass is 
preferred to use in making lab tools. 

Firstly, glass is relatively inert, and it will not 
react with the chemicals or substances placed 
inside. This will not upset or skew the results 

of the experiment.



Lab Equipment

Glass is also transparent which enables easy 
monitoring of the reaction inside it and is 

heat-resistant which lets it endure high 
temperature.

Furthermore, glass is easy to shape and mold 
into any form required.



Lab Equipment

Plasticware is the set of equipment or 
instruments used in laboratories, made of 

different types of plastic material.

Lab equipment made of plastic are not fragile 
or easily breakable. Maintenance of lab plastic 

is very easy in comparison to glassware.



Lab Equipment

Porcelain ware is used in lab applications in 
which standard glass or plastic apparatus, or 
instrument are inadequate and not safe to 

use.

Porcelain ware is made of ceramic material, 
which is highly resistant to heat.



Lab Equipment

Metal ware is a general name used for all lab 
items or tools made of metal or metallic 
alloys, that are not used as reagents, but 

rather as tools or lab equipment.

Electronic or complex mechanical-powered 
equipment are excluded from this category.



Lab Equipment

Comprehension check…
Identify the type of lab equipment shown in the images below. 



Lab Equipment

Comprehension check…Answers
Identify the type of lab equipment shown in the images below. 

glassware metalware plasticware porcelain ware



Lab Equipment

Working in the laboratory entails 
familiarization with different lab equipment.

Different types of lab equipment are designed 
for different purposes. Learning to select the 

correct piece of equipment for the experiment 
is part of working in the laboratory.



Lab Equipment

Most glassware are used for storage.

Flat-bottomed container with spout like 
beaker is used for mixing and pouring liquids. 

Conical flask or Erlenmeyer flask is used to 
store liquids while Florence flask is often used 

for boiling liquids. Petri dish

beaker

Florence 
flask

Conical 
flask

Volumetric 
flask



Lab Equipment

A volumetric flask is a lab glass or plasticware 
used to prepare a solution. It is used to make 

up a solution to a known volume.

A Petri dish is a shallow transparent lidded 
dish that is used to hold growth medium in 

which cells can be cultured. Petri dish

beaker

Florence 
flask

Conical 
flask

Volumetric 
flask



Lab Equipment

Reagent bottles are containers made of glass, 
plastic or related substances and topped by 

special caps or stoppers. They are intended to 
contain chemicals and stored in cabinets or on 

shelves.

Test tubes are slender glassware used to hold 
small amounts of liquids for heating or 

observing chemical reactions.
Reagent bottles

Test tubes



Lab Equipment

Some lab equipment are used to measure
physical quantities of matter such as mass, 

weight, and volume.

Measuring instruments have graduations or 
markings on its surface to signify a particular 
space or distance. The graduation indicates 

the measurement. 



Lab Equipment

The triple beam balance is an instrument used 
to measure mass very precisely. It can be used 

to measure mass directly from the objects, 
find mass by difference for liquid, and 

measure out substances.
Triple beam balance by Sarah Greenwood is 

licensed under CC 4.0 via Wikimedia 
Commons.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Triple_Beam_Balance.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:SrhGreenwood&action=edit&redlink=1
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page


Lab Equipment

Other instruments used to measure mass are 
platform balance and analytical balance. 

Spring balance is used to measure both mass 
and weight of an object.

Spring balance by Kvr.Oihith is licensed 
under CC 4.0 via Wikimedia Commons.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Spring_balance_-_001.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Kvr.lohith
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page


Lab Equipment

Graduated cylinder is a narrow cylindrical 
container that is used to measure volumes of 

liquids. 

Pipette is used to measure out or transfer 
small amounts of liquid from one container to 

another.

graduated cylinder

pipette



Lab Equipment

Thermometer measures the temperature of 
substances that are used in an experiment.

Vernier caliper is used to measure the 
external and internal dimensions of an object.

thermometer

Vernier caliper



Lab Equipment

There are lab equipment that are used to 
magnify samples being observed during an 

experiment.

Microscope is used in viewing the specimens 
that are relatively very small in size. They are 
used to view the cellular structures of organs, 

germs, and bacteria. 



Lab Equipment

Heating is an essential laboratory procedure. 
Specific tools are used to perform this 
procedure safely inside the laboratory.

Bunsen burner and alcohol lamp are the 
common heat source inside the laboratory. 

Bunsen burner uses liquefied petroleum gas 
as its fuel while alcohol lamp uses denatured 

alcohol.
alcohol lampBunsen burner



Lab Equipment

A hot plate is also used to heat glassware and 
its content. Some hot plates contain magnetic 

stirrer which allows the heated liquid to be 
stirred automatically. This reduces the 

temperature of the glass and encourages even 
heating.

Hot plate and digital stirrer by GOKLuLe is 
licensed under CC 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hot_plate_and_digital_stirrer.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:GOKLuLe
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page


Lab Equipment

Some accessory tools are used in support of 
another lab equipment to successfully 

perform a laboratory procedure.

Iron stand, ring, and clamps are all used in 
various experiment setups like filtration, 

heating, distillation, and more.
Iron    stand

Iron clamp



Lab Equipment

A laboratory tripod is a piece of three-legged 
equipment that is used as a platform to hold 
and support glassware during experiments 

and when the glassware is not in use.

Wire gauze is used to diffuse the heat when a 
glassware is heated using the flame of a 

Bunsen burner. This protects the glassware 
from too much heat.

tripod

wire gauze



Lab Equipment

Evaporating dish and crucible are both used to 
contain small amounts of sample for heating. 

Evaporating dish is used to boil liquid solution 
until it evaporates and left residues. 

Crucible is used to contain chemical 
compounds when heated in extremely high 

temperatures.
evaporating dish crucible and cover



Lab Equipment

Crucible tongs are used for removing the lids 
from crucibles, transferring evaporating dishes 

or picking small objects out of a reaction 
container.

A test tube holder is used to hold test tubes. It 
is used for holding a test tube in place when 

the tube is hot or should not be touched.

crucible tongs

test tube holder



Lab Equipment

Test tube rack is used to hold upright multiple 
test tubes at the same time. It is commonly 
used when various solutions are needed to 

test and observe simultaneously.

A test tube brush is a brush used for cleaning 
test tubes and narrow-mouthed laboratory 

glassware.

test tube rack

test tube brush



Lab Equipment

A funnel is used to channel liquids or fine-
grained chemicals (powders) into labware 

with a narrow opening.

A stirring rod is a piece of laboratory 
equipment used to mix chemicals and liquids 

for laboratory purposes.

funnel

stirring rod



Lab Equipment

A mortar and pestle is used to crush or 
pulverize solid substances.

A watch glass is a circular, slightly-concave 
pieces of glass that is used to evaporate 
liquids and cover beakers during sample 
preparation. It is also used to hold solids 

during weighing.

mortar and pestle

watch glass



Lab Equipment

Comprehension check…
Name the following laboratory equipment.



Lab Equipment

Comprehension check…Answers
Name the following laboratory tools.

beaker crucible tong test tube evaporating dish



Lab Equipment

Comprehension check…
Describe the use of each laboratory equipment.
1. Bunsen burner
2. Wire gauze
3. Crucible
4. Graduated cylinder
5. Platform balance



Lab Equipment

Comprehension check… Answers
Describe the use of each laboratory equipment.
1. Bunsen burner
2. Wire gauze
3. Crucible
4. Graduated cylinder
5. Platform balance

Provide a single continuous flame as a heat source
Protects the glassware from being in direct contact to flame

Holds chemical substances for heating in high temperatures
Measures volume of liquid

Measures mass of a substance


